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To all whom itvnay concern.
size are apt to give way in time of freshets,
Be it known that I, GEORGE E. BOOMER, a and as there is no way of drawing off the wa~
citizen of the United States, and a resident of ter at any other point the country where the
Mount Pleasant, in the county of Westches break occurs is ?ooded and great damage is
ter and State of New York, have invented done before repairs can be made.
certain new and useful Improvements in the
My improved method of constructing levees
Method of Constructing Levees, of which the is as follows, reference being had to the draw

following is a speci?cation,reference being ings, in whieh——
had to the accompanying drawings.
IO

‘
Figure l is a plan view of a river, showing
My invention consists in an improvement my improved levees on each side of the same.

in the art of constructing levees or embank

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the levee on one

ments along navigable rivers or streams where side of the stream, showing the position of
it is desired to con?ne the river within its the two levees or embankments. Fig. 3 is an 65
channel, and in relieving the river along its

enlarged sectional view of the levee, showing

course of the excess of water during the time the gates and bulk-head inthe levees. Fig.
of freshets, so as to prevent it from accident 4 is a view of a section of the levee, looking

ally over?owing its banks; and it further

down from above, showing the portion in
more consists in irrigating and fertilizing the cluded between the two levees and the ditch 70

banks of the river, so as to makethem more

productive.

My improvement is applicable to those

streams that contain or carry down with their
current earth or similar sediment which set

tles when the water becomes stationary.
25 Many rivers, especially in time of freshets or
high water, contain or hold suspended large
quantities of sediment or earth, most of which
is carried down with the current and deposited
at the mouth of the river. Some of this sedi
ment settles on thebed of the river and gradu

ally raises the latter, and another portion is
deposited on the land lying along the river
when the latter over?ows its banks and floods
the adjacent country. My improvement con

35 sists in utilizing this earth or sediment con
tained in the river to build up the embank

or passage-way through the latter and con

meeting the gates in the two levees. Fig. 5 is
a sectional view of a modified construction of

my improvement.

‘On each side of the stream or river is

formed a levee (marked A in the drawings)
similar to those now in use.

This can be of

any height found‘ practical; but in general

its summit should be about one foot above

high-water mark. Back from this main levee
A and in a line substantially parallel with it
is a second or sub-levee B.

This sub-levee

may be any distance from the main levee de—

sired, depending on the con?guration of the
land and the area it is desired to ?ood, as

stated below, but in general will be about one
mile back of the river or levee A.

85

The sub

levee should be about ?ve feet high; but the
ments or levees by catching and retaining the height may vary according to circumstances.
‘sediment and applying it to the land on each Across the space included between these two

side of the river; and it furthermore consists levees A and B are constructed cross levees
in regulating and controlling the rise of the or dikes C, dividing the space into basins D.
water by a system of gates in the levees, by These cross-dikes may be made at regular or
which the water is drawn off at certain points irregularintervals, thus forming basins of the
when the river threatens to rise above a safe
level. In the system of levees now in use on

same or varying area as the distance between 95

it has been necessary to build strong and in
some places high levees at great expense,

capacity.

the levees A and B and the nature of the
45 all rivers the design has been to con?ne all country shall determine. In general these
the water of the stream or river in its chan' dikes C will be made often enough to form ba
nel from its source to its mouth. To do this sins of convenient and manageable area. and

In each basin or division D in the main and

50 which require constant attention and repairs sub-levees A and B are placed bulk-heads and
and which must be increased in size every gates E F, (shown more clearly in Fig. 2,) by
few years. These levees on account of their which water from the river may be admitted

too
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into the basin and then withdrawn from the the water rises in the river and it is required to
same into the country back of the river. lower its level; but if it should be desired the
These gates E and F are naturally placed at basins D,orthespace includedbetween thetwo 70
the lowest depression in the basin or at each levees A and B, may be cultivated, and on ac

end of any natural drainage through the count of the rich deposits obtained from the

basin, so that the water will readily flow from river will be very fertile and produce large
the one gate E to the other gate F through the crops. When thespaces D are thus cultivated,
basin when it is not desired to ?ood the latter, if a freshet or high water should occu r whilethe 75
as is stated below. Where there is no natu crops are growing, or when it would be inju
ral depression or drainage through the basin, rious to ?ood them, the water may be drawn
a ditch G may be formed from the one gate off from the river through the basins by 0p
to the other, as indicated in the drawings. ening both gates E and F and allowing the
There is thus in the main levee A a series of water to ?ow along the ditches G or natural
gates E, by means of which water may be depressions from one gate to the other, and
drawn from the river at high water to ?ood thus out into the country back of the river.
the basins D or space between the two levees, It will thus be possible to withdraw the water

and in the sub-levee Ba correspondingseries from the river without ?ooding the basins
of gates F, by means of which the water may and injuring the crops, and at the same time, 85
21)

be drawn off from the basins D and allowed
to ?ow off into the country back of the river.
It is intended to arrange these gates E and F
along the whole course of the river from near

by reason of the gates along the whole course
of the river, to withdraw the water in small

quantities here and there and avoid injuri
ously ?ooding the region back of the river.

In general, while the basins D are under
cultivation the gates F are left open to in
sure drainage from the lands and keep the
During the time of the spring freshets the ditches G clear. These ditches or depressions
water of the river or stream is .apt to be G may be opened and made ready to draw off
charged with a large amount of earth or sedi the water by occasionally ‘washing them out 95
ment. As the water rises and threatens to with water from the river by opening the

its source to its mouth.

‘Vater may thus be

drawn off at any point or series of points, as
25 is desired.

over?ow its banks, the gates E in the main gates E. After the crops have been harvested
levee A are opened, the gates F being closed the basins D may be again ?ooded and a fresh
and the basins D ?ooded with the water from deposit of earth placed on them, as above de

the river until they are full to the top of the
levee F. If all the gates E along the course
of the river are opened and the whole space
between the two levees on both sides of the
river is flooded, it follows that a large volume
of water will be withdrawn from the river
and the level of the water lowered, so that
40 the threatened over?ow is prevented. It is
not necessary that all the‘ basins should be
?ooded at one time, but the gates E may be
opened here and there along the course of
the river as is found desirable and neces

, scribed.

Thus every year a fresh supply of

I00

rich earth is deposited along the bottoms of
the basins D, rendering the land very fertile,

and at the same time the space between the

levees is gradually raised and built up to

form a strong embankment. TvVhen in course 105
of time the basin or space D is ?lled up to .

the top of the levee B, the latter is raised,
and as it is only necessary to build this sub

levee ?ve feet or so this can be readily and

cheaply done. In the same way the levee A

may be readily raised when required.

110

In

45 sary to lower the water in the river. As the this way only low levees are necessary and
’ water con?ned in the basins D remains quiet . the great expense of high levees avoided.

and unagitated, the earth and sediment held

in suspension in the watersettles on the bot
tom of the basin. After the water has be
50 come clear the gates F in the sub-levee B are
opened and the water is allowed to ?ow off

As will thus be seen, in my improved sys

tem the river builds, up itsown banks by de

dositing its own sediment in times of high

Water, and by my system of gates along the
whole course of the river it is possible to con

through the country back of the river. The trol the rise of the water and prevent it over‘
basins D may then be again flooded with ,Wa ?owing its banks or breaking through its
ter, as before, and this may be repeated as levees. As when in time of heavy rains an, in

I26

often as is necessary while the river remains crease in the water is expectechthe level of
high. Every time the basins D are ?lled with the river near its mouth may be lowered by
Water so much water is withdrawn from the

river‘ and the level of the latter reduced, and
at the same time a fresh quantity of earth is
60 deposited on the bottoms of the basins. This
deposit not only builds up the levee or bank
between the dikes, but being sediment from
the river renders the land on which it is placed

very fertile and capable of producing large

opening the gates in that part of the river,

so that when the freshet comes it will be pro I25
vided for and can do no damage, and not

only is the rise of the water kept under con~

- trol and the banksv built up, but the rich sedi
ment in the river is applied to the land so as

to render the latter very fertile.

’ Fig. 5' shows a modi?ed construction of my

crops. This withdrawing of the water from the improvement. In place of the gate E in the
river and ?ooding the basins may be repeated main levee A, I place an iron pipe or conduit
during the whole year, if desired, as often as P, which extends through the levee and down
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the sides of the riverbank and opens out into country back bf the river, as and for the pur
the river near the bottom of the latter, as will pose set forth.
‘
'30

be understood from the drawings. In this
2. The method of building levees herein
pipe is placed any suitable valve or cook by described, consisting of withdrawing the water
which it may be opened or closed. When it from the river through the main levee and
is desired to draw off the water from the river, settling it in basins formed by dikes, and
the valve in the pipe P is opened and the then drawing the clear water off into the 35
water allowed to ?ow through the pipe in the country back of the river, substantially as de
same manner as through the gate E; but in scribed.
stead of coming from the surface of the river,
3. In a system of buildinglevees, the levees
as when it ?ows through the gate, it comes A and B, inclosing the space D and provided
from near the bottom of the river, where there with means for ?ooding from the river and
is a greater amount of sediment, and thus a draining off into the back country, substan
largeramount of earth is deposited on theland. tially as and for the purpose set forth.

20

This modi?cation is particularly adapted for
4. The combination of the levee A, having
?lling up low places, as swamps, sloughs, lakes, the gates E for withdrawing the excess of
and other low lands, where it is more im water from the river, and the levee B, having 45
portant to fill up the low places than it is to the gates F for allowing the water to escape
cultivate them, as the sediment from the bot into the back country, substantially as de
tom of the river is more apt to contain sand

and less fertilizing material.

What I claim is“
1. The improvement in the art of levee con

struction, which consists in withdrawing‘ the
25 water from the river, retaining it in basins
along the banks of the latter, allowing the
sediment in the water to settle therefrom, and
then permitting the water to escape into the

scribed, and for the purpose set forth.

5. In asystem of building levees, the levee
A, provided with the conduit P, as and for
the purpose set forth.

GEO. B. BOOMER.

Witnesses:

S. L. Roenns,
GEO. LEDER.

